We can recommend a little self-help guide that someone (well, OK, one of the authors) wrote called Working in Outline. Search for it on http://www.sepho.org.uk/ Use it and you can award yourself at least 1 CPD point for self directed learning.
Use of standard templates provides a small organizational quality check. When you receive a Word file from another organization just put your cursor into a heading or a bullet list and see if there is an appropriate entry in the style box on the left side of the tool bar. If it is appropriate and if you then click the down arrow on the style box and find an orderly and commonsense list of styles then you can award that organization three stars (and plagiarize the styles as we did). The organizations we have worked for in the past didn't seem to recognize its importance and we know of many that are still not using it. (Our own organization can't yet claim those three stars.)
In future we all must write using templates. When writing a document for an intranet or the internet (and who isn't nowadays?) then it is essential to use a template so that it can easily convert to XML and HTML. If you don't, the words you write could be lost forever to the web.
But just as we are getting used to structuring our documents in this way, our specialist registrar tells us that Word is a bit creaky, and we should be using something more sophisticated. Thanks Harry, but we'll stick with Word for now, and maybe we'll organize a bit more training in its use.
